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Notes, Short Comments, and Answers
to Correspondents.

A LAYMAN’S VIEWS OF INEBRIETY.

A CORRESPONDENT writes:-So great an interest has been aroused in th
arguments for and against the so-called temperance question at th
present time that the following translation of a quaint passage fron
the writings of Pufendorf can scarcely fail to be of interest. The trans
lation was made by Mr. R. Milne, who sent it to the Society for th,
Study of Inebriety. That society caused it to published in their pam
phlet of Proceedings. Many of the temperance journals have un
warrantably assumed that the society is necessarily an ardent patron o
teetotalism. Most of the so-called temperance reformers aim not a
temperance or moderation in drinking, but at total abstinence. Th.

society mentioned, however, does not consist and is not intended t<
consist of teetotal members. It exists for the study of inebriety as sucl
and not for its extinction or suppression. Thus, as a really learned bod3
the society does not hesitate to hear and discuss all sides of a ques
tion. One may feel sure that such breadth of view in investigatior
can only result in the attainment of really valuable knowledge o:
the subject. One cannot feel much confidence in the conclusion!
arrived at about inebriety or excess in drinking by societies knowr
to be prejudiced in favour of total abstinence and intolerant of tht
views of the millions of moderate drinkers. The passage is a
follows :-

We should ask why people get drunk ? And how it is that some
keep sober ? 

"

One is sober because he has not the means to get drunk.
Another because greater pleasures than drunkenness are within

his reach.
Another simply through fear, whether of the law, or of his

fellows.
Another because drunkenness hinders his pursuits and the ends

he has most at heart. Thus are great criminals sober.
[This last observation is of great antiquity. Aristotle wrote: " If

the knave be sober through design, and the invalid through necessity,
the wise man will be so from choice and the good man from a sense
of duty."] 

.

One is drunk simply because his bodily machine is so crazy and
dilapidated that he can find no other way to keep his brain
alive but through drunkenness.
Another because of the desolation and the joylessness of his life.

He drinks to forget.
Another because drinking exalts certain powers of his body or

mind for a time.
Another because drinking feeds the vices he takes most pleasure

in.
Another because drinking makes him feel big and important.
Another is drunk because drinking eases certain stomach

distresses.
Another because the very ideals of the sober party are hateful to

him.
Another simply because he has somehow got into the habit of

drinking.
Another to stave off exhaustion.
Another because his dietary is unsuitable to him.
Saint and sinner alike we all seek pleasure, and men will go

wherever to their understandings the greatest promise of pleasure
is held out. All these notions, both of sober and inebriate, are at
root one and the same, the getting of pleasure or the avoidance of
pain of every degree whatsoever, for if you can avoid pain you
will be absolutely happy. And this absolute easing it is that gives
the beatific vision" to the face of the dead. There is no more
tension. While we live there must be this tension, for only thus is
life, work possible. And this tension means myriads of tiny
worries and distresses, most of them through habit unknown even
to ourselves.

What, then, are the remedies ?
In one word, Knowledge. All else will follow. We must take

co2tnsel with the inebriate. And before he will allow that he must
see that you love him, that you respect him, and you understand
him and his bodily and mental needs. There is no reformation, no
amendment, but from within outwards. You must cooperate with
the man himself.

The translator adds: " There seems to be in this book the ancient,
the eternal, confusion between what a man ought to do and what his
neighbours have a right to require of him. By ’ought to do’ I
mean either what is due to his Maker or what is due, fitting, becom-
ing to himself. Do you really think you have the right to compel
your neighbour to be sober, supposing you had the power ? I mean
no offence in thus asking."

PULEX IRRITANS.
C. M. H. wishes to know how to get rid of a plague of fleas in an old
country house where the pests have estab!ished themselves in the
woodwork and cracks of the floors. In THE LANCET of April 6th,
1895, p. 8E2, and in our issue of May 14th, 1898, p. 1344, the subject

is dealt with, but perhaps some of our readers may be able to help our
correspondent further. The use of formalin, of which we have no
experience in this particular application, is suggested, but if it is
tried we would recommend as an additional measure that a stiff
soapy lather should be worked into the cracks and crevices of the
boards before or after fumigation and allowed to remain for 24 hours.

HOMES FOR INCURABLE POOR.

To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-Could any of your readers kindly give me the addresses of
homes for incurable patients, where the patients are received for
very nominal amounts per annum?

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully, .

Hayle, Cornwall, June 25th, 1900. H. ROBERTS.

"DEATHS UNDER CHLOROFORM."

To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-In the issue of THE LANCET of June 23rd, 1900, p. 1846.
appears a letter from Mr. C. J. Harris, in which he quotes the case
I reported in your issue of June 9th, 1900, using that case to draw
a comparison between the older method of giving chloroform and the
latest fad of the Krohne Inhaler. But Mr. Harris does not quote
correctly. He says that chloroform in my case was administered by
the towel or Simpson’a method." Well, it was not so. The chloroform
was given on an inhaler of the Skinner type to the patient on both
occasions and on bth was the same amount used. Giving chloroform
as I am doing very frequently I can practically be certain that I
hold the mask the same distance from the face in every case, so that
the concentration of the vapour of chloroform and air is the same in
each case, and according to experiments by S. J. Lister the percentage
of chloroform is about 4 -5 per cent., and I maintain that an ounce of
chloroform used on an open inhaler during the space of 20 minutes,
of which the patient gets 4’5 per cent., cannot be in any way construed
as an excessive dose ; my patient certainly had quite as much chloro-
form on the second occasion with no ill results. I cannot explain
why he behaved as he did on the first occasion, but in view of the
second operation I state emphatically that it was not an overdose.
and I am certain that had the chloroform been given in a Krohne
or any other inhaler the result would have been the same. The
advocates of some particular new fad are always quoting any case
under the old conditions, but one notices that no figures are given in
support of the new regime, and when one considers the huge number
of occasions on which chloroform is given under what they are pleased
to term the old" method in a year and the comparatively insignifi-
cant number of casualties resulting, one feels inclined to go on until
one’s own figures at any rate are equalled. I have administered chloro-
form up to date 576 times with no deaths and I know two of my fellow

anaesthetists, one of whom has had over 3000 cases with no deaths
and the other over 1500 cases with no deaths. When I see these figures
equalled under any new conditions it will be then quite time enough
to change from the " old " to the new.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
FRANK E. MARSHALL, M.B., Ch.B. Vict., L.S.A,

An&aelig;sthetist to the Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool.
Liverpool, June 22nd, 1900.

To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,&mdash;In THE LANCET of June 16th, 1900, there is a very interesting
paper upon anaesthetics by Dr. Dudley Buxton. But there is one
sentence on which I think we need further light. Dr. Buxton writes

(page 1715, col. 2) :&mdash;

It is one great advantage of inhalers such as Junker’s over the
open method that you can give chloroform in great dilution but
maintain the continuity of the inhalation. With skill and judg-
ment the drop-bottle method with a Schimmelbusch’s mask will
give a good result, but it is inferior to a regulating inhaler."
At page 1716, col. 1, Dr. Buxton again writes : "...... I gave him

oxygen with chloroform with the best result. I administered

oxygen continuously and exhibited chloroform from my modified
form of Junker’s inhaler."

Many readers will be thankful to see this pronouncement, and
especially the essential principle of " great dilution," " extreme
dilution and slowly." But what instrument does Dr. Buxton mean by
"the Junker inhaler"; what by "a regulating inhaler"; and what
by "my modified form of Junker’s inhaler " ? ^,

This is a serious question because practitioners who order "a Junker
inhaler" or "a Buxton’s modified Junker " will have planted upon them
Mi obsolete and dangerous instrument which can hardly be what Dr.
Buxton means. Of course, " with skill and judgment," if only there be
enough of it, the drop method on the flannel mask, the towel methcd,
in old Junker, or any other method may be made safe. But the drops
)f chloroform that come off the lip of a bottle vary in size with the

;hape, magnitude, and thickness of the lip. Moreover, the saturated
lannel mask does not enable one to measure the volume of chloroform-
hir which goes into each inspiration. In fact, it is a rule-of-thumb
nethod and the graduated drcp-bottle is illusory.
As to the "Junker inhaler" it has two fatal faults. The respiration

orifice, when the throttle valve is fully open, is of smaller cross-section
hsn the glottis and is inadequate to save from asphyxiation. More-

’ver, it canmt be seen whether this thrott!e valve on the collar of the
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inhaler is open or shut except by the administrator on his stooping
down to make a close Inspection. This is a very dangerous fault ane
it adds the risks of asphyxiation to the chances of chloroform poison
ing. The old Junker is, however, safer than the Junker modified by
the rubber-inflator, which makes the mask air-tight to the face. With
the old Junker the throttle valve was useless and unsafe, but thE
patients’ lives were saved by the fact that the periphery of the face
piece, being of rigid vuleanite, never fitted the face air-tight. Larg(
chinks remained open between the patient’s face and the base of thE
mask, and while the administrator was worrying over the illusor3
throttle valve the patient was breathing comfortably through thesE
chinks. These chinks also made it extremely difficult for the most
strenuous pumper to kill his patient, inasmuch as the heavy chloroforrr,
vapour drained out through the chinks at every expiration. But wher
the rubber inflator was put on to the edge of the mask it fitted the faCt
air-tight and the improved Junker became a death-trap.
The presence of Krohne’s two fire-engine balls so as to produce a con.

tinuous jet of chloroform air all round the respiration cycle also madE
the apparatus chaotic in aotion and practically unmanageable. ThE
result was that practical men preferred the towel method, or any other,
and they were then quite right.
Subsequently to the application of the rubber inflator Krohne knocked

off altogether the collar and its valve and replaced :them by a largt
respiration orifice many times the area of the glottis and alwaye
open-unless some sage stops it up with a towel or puts his hand ovel
it. Krohne thus transformed the inhaler. It was now perfect except
as to one point-the survival of the continuous jet. It was my good
fortune to point this out in THE LANCET of Oct. 28th, 1899, pages 1205-6.
Krohne at once adopted the single ball and improved valve a!

suggested by me. The result now is an inhaler with which any volume
of chloroform-air can be injected into each inspiration, and if worked as
described by me the whole of the chloroform used goes into the
recesses of the lungs. All that is now necessary is for the administrator
to learn to think of his chloroform in fractions of a minim instead of
in fractions of an ounce. Krohne added the "feather indicator," which
exhibits to everyone in the room the rhythm and ;amplitude of every
phase of each respiration cycle.
What I desire to point out is that if we want the right imple-

ment we must order the " Krohne Inhaler 1900." In this we have the
fundamental step made by Junker of pumping chloroform vapour into
a facepiece, the continuous jet abolished, the rubber inflator to close
up the chinks round the periphery of the mask, the large uncloseable
respiration orifice, and the feather indicator. It is a perfect instrument.
But it will not be obtained under either of the names used by Dr.
Buxton.
One more point. It is useless to talk vaguely and incidentally of

"large dilution" of the chloroform vapour. What is large dilution ?
Sound teaching should point out that the an&aelig;sthetising atmosphere
must contain from 1 to 2 per cent., by volume, of chloroform vapour;
that a larger percentage is dangerous and is only to be used on rare
occasions. 1 to 2 per cent. means one to two cubic inches of chloroform

vapour diluted up to a volume of 100 cubic inches with pure fresh

atmospheric air. Such an atmosphere, continuously inspired, induces
a safe, comfortable, and perfect surgical anaesthesia, in less than ten
minutes, and with a total abstraction from the graduated burette of
from 30 to 50 minims of chloroform. And the an2esthesia is as pleasant
as the 4) winks into which a tired man drifts in an afternoon siesta.
The first ten inspirations should carry into the lungs even less than
1 per cent. of chloroform vapour. First, we gently benumb the reflex
irritability of the larynx and air-passages. That having been achieved
we commence the work of charging up the whole mass of the circu-
lating blood and its extra-vascular plasma. This charging up of the
system requires time for the necessary diffusion and penetration. It
must be so graduated that a killing surcharge is never at any moment
precipitated into those few cubic inches of blood which lie between the
capillaries of the pulmonary artery and the capillaries of the coronary
arteries-a fraction of the circulation which I have described as "the
pulmo-cardiac blood," and on which the life of the heart depends. A
momentary surcharge here kills the heart.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Manchester-square, W., June 23rd, 1900. JAMES EDMUNDS.

"THE YOUNG PRACTITIONER, HIS CODE AND TARIFF."
To the Editora of THE LANCET.

SIRS,-Will someone inform me in the columns of THE LANCET
where I can obtain a copy of this work ? ,1 can gain no information
about it at the usual shops.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
June 17th, 1900. M. R. C. S., L. R. 0. P.

POINTS IN ETIQUETTE.
C. G. D. asks :-

1. What course should be adopted when a junior partner in a
large general practice refuses to be governed by the ordinary
rules of etiquette in his conduct to his partner and totally ignores
all rules by which medical men are usually governed? 2. Also,
can a junior partner in a large general practice accept an honorary
appointment in a hospital (which may take him away from his
work probably for some hours each day) without the consent of his
partner ? 
1. The gist of the first question lies in the words " ordinary " and 

" usually." No member of the profession, weare sure, would willingly i

infringe the rules of medical etiquette, whether he did so to tb-
detriment of his own partner or of any other medical man, but t
rules are not as definite in many directions as they might be and 
sumably the junior partner differs from his senior in his interpretation.
of them. 2. The answer to the second question depends upon the
phraseology as well as upon the meaning of the agreement between
the partners. It may be good for the practice that one or the other
partner should hold an appointment in a hospital, and the junigr
partner might be able to bring evidence that such is his view. In
general answer to both questions we would say that it is perfectly
clear that the matters in dispute should be settled amicably by
arbitration. A medical man of senior standing whose position is

recognised as a good one by both partners should be asked to decide
upon the modus vivendi. 

0. H. B.-No book contains the information in question. The p6sition
of the General Medical Council now practically is that the employ-
ment of unqualified assistants is completely forbidden. A practi-
tioner may be accompanied to a case by a bon&acirc;-fide pupil, while the
chief difference between a pupil and an assistant lies in the faet; that
the former pays for information that he is gaining, whilst the latter
is paid for help that he is rendering. We cannot reply more definitely
than this. 

’

B. O.-In our opinion the Oxford graduate’should be considered the
senior man, but we can only give an opinion. If the matter is of
importance the electing body should decide which is to be considered
senior.

Ethics.-We regret to be unable to help our correspondent, but’have
published his letter as some of our readers may be better informed
than we are. ’

A Subscriber.-The possession of such diplomas would make their
owner doubly qualified." .

ERRATA.-In the letter of Dr. Chaumier, headed "APropos du Rapport
de la Commission de THE LANCET, sur la Pulpe ’Vaccinate’ Glyc&eacute;-
rinee," which appeared in our issue of June 23rd, p. 1831, the
following corrections should be made: On page 1832, col. 1, line 7,
Chalybaus should read Chalyb&auml;us; on page 1833, col. 1, line 18, the
word printed ’’infinie" should be infime; in paragraph 2, line 2
"pouvait" should be pourrait paragraph 4, lines 4 and 5, "Grigorien"
and "Voiton" should read Grigoriew and Voitow.-In THE LANCET
of June 2nd, on page 1629, column two, paragraph two, lines 10
and 11 should read: "It had taken place since he ceased to be a
member of the board- i,e., February, 1897."

COMMUNICATIONS not noticed in our present issue will receive attention
in our next. 

’

METEOROLOGICAL READINCiE.
(Taken daily at 8,80 a.m. by Steward’s Instrument8.)

THB LANCET Office, June 28th, 1900.

During the week marked copies of the following newspapers
have been received: Western Mail, Western Morning News,
Whitehall Review (London), South Wales Daily News, Sydney
Daily Telegraph, Leeds Mercury, Staffordshire Sentinel, Macclesfield
Courier, Dewsbury Reporter, Manchester Guardian, Newcastle Daily
Chronicle, Birkenhead News, Daily Mail (London), Gazette

(Middlesbrough), Norfolk Daily Standard, Times of India, Pioneer
Mail, Architect, Builder, Citizen, Bristol Mercury, Yorkshire Post,
Caterer, Liverpool Daily Post, Sanitary Record, Barrow Herald,
Siam Free Press, Brighton Gazette, Jersey Express, Carmarthen
Reporter, The New Age, Drogheda Advertiser, Morning Post,

, Morning Advertiser, Warrington Guardian, Christian World
City Press, Reading Mercury, Local Government Journal, Natai
Mercury, Surrey Advertiser, Swansea Journal, Manchester Evening
Chronicle, Mining Journal, Local Government Chronicle, Hertford- 

_

shire Mercury, Preston Herald, Torquay Times, Topical Times,
Hastings Times, Lincoln Mercury, Horse Guards Gazette, Chelsea

Mail, Public Health Engineer, The Observer, Chester Guardian,
Walsall Observer, Daily Express (Dublin), South London Press, Liver-
pool Journal of Commerce, Scotsman, &c., &e.


